Dear Mr. Harnwell,

As a Trustee of the University of Pennsylvania, I am writing to express my support for the Senior Class Banquet that will be held on May 13.

The purpose of the dinner is to provide an opportunity for members of the graduating class to interact with the alumni of the university. This is an important event that will help to foster continued engagement with the institution.

I hope that you will consider attending the banquet. It is an excellent opportunity to meet and mingle with fellow alumni and share memories of our time at Penn.

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to assist in the planning of this event.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Cheers for the Red and Blue

by Justin W. Heeter

With the closure still sitting on Franklin Field after the Penn Relays, a group of about 50 fans gathered at the south end of Franklin Field seating area, forming a solid presence for next fall. This small group, which included many of those who were unable to sit in the stands because of the soggy, waterlogged field, showed some of the engaged fans who were determined to sit in the stands in the fall.

The gathering was started by the usual Penn fans from the old days, who had come to Franklin Field for years. They were there to support their team and their university, and they were not going to let the weather stop them. They were there to show the world that even in the face of adversity, they would still come out to support their team.

The event was a great success, and it was a fitting way to end the Relays season. The fans showed their love for the university and their team, and they were a great example to all who were watching.

TheRelays

Sports Cartoon

Track Envoy "FLIPS" at Relays

by Bernard Schneyer
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Penn Varsity Net Team Bows to Indians, Fords

Ralph Levitan

自有汽车在欧洲

Your World Neighbor's Religion

Is It Like Yours?

A SERIES OF FORUM MEETINGS by MEMBERS OF GREAT WORLD FAITHS

Dr. Daisetz T. Suzuki

Professor of Buddhist Philosophy, Oriental Univ., Japan, and one of the world's outstanding interpreters of Buddhism

UNIVERSAL ELEMENTS IN RELIGION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A BUDDHIST

TOMORROW NIGHT, MAY 1, 8 P.M.

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
2125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA. 3

SWEEP DEXCEL

Continuing in its winning ways, Pennsylvania's varsity golf team completely outdistanced Delaware, 9-2, yesterday on the Stadium Golf Club. The victory, the sixth in a row, left the Quakers with a 9-2 record in the conference.

Previously successful Delaware was outrouted by the Quakers in the previous round over Gwynned. Quaker President Frances Miller, with a 74, three and two, and Bob Roy, getting his second win, were the only two to fall West.

Mike Robertson continued the Quaker onslaught with an eight under-victory over Bob Hill. Berry Monday followed by defeating Dave Gilgo, seven and two.

The Most Outstanding
Food in the Heart of Chinatown

CHINESE RESTAURANT
146 N. 10th STREET
Open-11 AM to 3 AM.

POLISHED COTTON BERMUDA SHORTS $4.50
COTTON GABARDINE RAINCOATS $14.95
COTTON GABARDINE PANTS $5.90
COTTON PANTS $3.65
COTTON PLAIN AND STRIPED SHIRTS $2.25
SKEEMER CANES $2.25
COTTON CORD JAMES $16.95
COTTON CORD SUITS $24.95
DACRON AND COTTON SUITS $34.95
COTTON CORD BERMAUDA SHORTS $3.90
COTTON GABARDINE RAINCOATS $14.95
COTTON GABARDINE PANTS $3.65
COTTON GABARDINE PANTS $5.90
COTTON GABARDINE PANTS $12.50

NOW IS THE TIME!!

• Cotton Cord Jackets Priced $16.95
• Cotton Cord Suits Priced $24.95
• Cotton Cord Bermuda Shorts Priced $3.90
• Cotton Cord Suits Priced $34.95
• Cotton Cord Bermuda Shorts Priced $3.90
• Cotton Cord Bermuda Shorts Priced $4.50
• Polished Cotton Bermuda Shorts $4.50
• Cotton Gabardine Raincoats $14.95
• Cotton Gabardine Pants $3.65
• Cotton Gabardine Suits $5.90
• Skimmer Hats $2.25

HEADQUARTERS FOR SKIMMER DAY SUPPLIES

Are you interested in research work? Du Pont Research, in Delaware, is a big place. As a matter of fact, it is a very big thing to work for Du Pont. Several of the top men on the staff are among the Harvard, Washington, and other leading universities. The places are pretty big, too. And they're very interesting.

Training in Du Pont's research laboratories is the same as training in any other place. The laboratories are well-equipped, and the work is done with the latest methods. The only difference is that Du Pont's research laboratories are not in the usual places. They are in the middle of the country, and they are surrounded by beautiful countryside.

Training in Du Pont's research laboratories is the same as training in any other place. The laboratories are well-equipped, and the work is done with the latest methods. The only difference is that Du Pont's research laboratories are not in the usual places. They are in the middle of the country, and they are surrounded by beautiful countryside.

The same on-the-job principle applies to new men in specialized fields of research, development or design— including daily contacts with superiors, frequent lectures, discussions and conferences. Periodic changes in assignment, too.

It is carefully planned, individualized training. Ed Gearhart says: ‘It’s the most effective way to broaden a man’s knowledge and experience. And, men with leadership potential are always in demand.'
NOTICES

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN—A part-time opening in the Newsroom for an editor. Interested students should apply to Mrs. C. O. McWilliams, 202 S. 36th St.

DUETEDE

There will be a 2nd and 3rd important reading of theTriangle staff at a special meeting on June 3 at 7:30 p.m. in the Triangle room.

IVY CLUN

Two new members join the Yale Club of New York City. They are Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Smith, Jr.

DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN

no foil to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1

Complete protection in an unbreakable, push-up case. No more digging around the dresser for your deodorant stick. It's Deodorant Stick for Men, by the makers of Deodorant Stick for Women. It comes in a specially-designed push-up case for easy handling. It's Deodorant Stick for Men ... the new, convenient way to get your deodorant! $1.

Two Organizations Hold Contest May 7

The Newman Club and Iona Men's Club will hold their annual contest May 7 in room 34 of the Physical Science Building. Both clubs hold regular meetings on Monday evenings at 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10

Hillel Foundation

TRAVELER, AUTHOR, LECTURER

By Clifford Dancer

Capitalist, Communist...American

IN THE PRESENT MIDDLE EAST CRISIS

Mr. Yardley of London, an expert on Middle East affairs, will lecture at 8 p.m. on Friday, May 12, in Houston Hall. This lecture is sponsored by the Hillel Foundation.

Nature's Cost Eaters from Students to from

25% to 50% SAVINGS

Diamonds Jewelry

Radios Watches

Luggage Typewriters

Sterling Silver Leather goods

Waves Record players

LAY-AWAY PLAN

SAFIAN & RUDOLPH

708 Sansom Street

MA 7-0967

MA 7-2034

MA 7-0967

Wed. 10 a.m. Sat. 10 a.m.

GRADUATES

B.A.

Keep your eye on White Tartan

Here's a fresh new idea for spring in casual wear: It's White Tartan, a rich-looking miniature plain-on-white pattern, especially tailored like all Arrow shams. Famous Arrow University design features collar that buttons down in front and center back...plus action box pleat. Cool-looking White Tartan, "Sanforized-labelled" gingham, $5.95.

ARROW

CASUAL WEAR

YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC.

Today products are created in England and perfected in the U.S.A. from the original English formulas, screening imported and domestic ingredients. 629 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

PROSPECTS FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

An Analysis of the Political Factors in the Present Middle East Crisis

By Clifford Dancer

TRAVELER, AUTHOR, LECTURER

In the Present Middle East Crisis

Mr. Massa, an expert on Middle East affairs, will lecture at 8 p.m. on Friday, May 12, in Houston Hall. This lecture is sponsored by the Hillel Foundation.

NEW! TODAY'S HANDIEST DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN

Complete production in an unbreakable, push-up case no foil to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1.

We’ll be on the campus Thurs. and Fri., May 2, 3 to discuss your future at Boeing...where rapid growth gives you a chance to move ahead.

This month, while you are making your decision about the company you want to join, it might be helpful to ask yourself this question: Where will I be five years from now? Another question: Where will my career be in five years?

The answer will depend upon many factors. One of the most important is the growth potential of the company—how the industry—you join.

The fact that Boeing is one of the most rapidly expanding organizations in the country could be important to your success. Because expansion opens up plenty of opportunities to move ahead—and assures stable, long-range careers. Boeing, for instance, is organizing new divisions, building new plants and research and development centers.

At Boeing, you'll be with the nation's foremost aircraft manufacturer, the company that's producing America's first commercial jet airliner, the nation's principal long-range bomber, and a major guided missile for defense. Undertakere also are years-ahead projects that mean growth far into the future. Another advantage at Boeing you'll be in a young, expanding industry, one with its major growth still ahead.

There are outstanding opportunities at Boeing for majors in: Accounting, Statistics, Industrial Management, Production Management, Finance, Physics and related fields. Drop in for a person-to-person discussion about your career at Boeing.

BOEING

AIRPLANE COMPANY

Seattle, Washington

Wichita, Kansas